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“What Managers Do”
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� Many duties

� High diversity of activities

� Competing priorities

� High stress potential

� Time constraints

The job of the typical Manager is characterised by a high number of diverse activities which require a 
variety of skills.

THE JOB OF THE MANAGERTHE JOB OF THE MANAGER
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80% of Time

20% Activities

In their day to day work, Managers are commonly subject to the Pareto Principle or 80-20 rule as it is 
sometimes called.  That is, although a large proportion of the work of the Manager is generally completed 
within a comparatively small proportion of time, a minor proportion of tasks invariably consumes the 
majority of available time.

PARETO EFFECTSPARETO EFFECTS
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Clearly, how available time is utilised is critical to the value that Managers can add to the Organisation.  
Accordingly a “common sense approach” to management involves the Manager spending time primarily on 
those activities which are likely to be high value added but low cost.

A COMMON SENSE APPROACHA COMMON SENSE APPROACH
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1. Most of time with others.

– 25% of time working alone on average

– Few less than 70% with others

– Some spend up to 90% with others.

2. People they spend time with include many in addition to their direct 

subordinates and their boss.

– regularly go around the formal chain of command

– regularly see “unimportant” outsiders.

Studying the behaviour of successful managers (from a range of industries), is likely to suggest ways in 
which the Manager might adopt his or her style to add greater value.  Numerous studies of this sort have 
been conducted.

SUCCESSFUL MANAGERSSUCCESSFUL MANAGERS
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3. Breadth of topics in discussions is extremely wide.

– not limited to planning, strategy, staffing and other “top-management” issues

– discuss anything and everything remotely associated with the organisation.

4. Typically ask a lot of questions - in a half-hour conversation some will ask 

literally hundreds. 

SUCCESSFUL MANAGERSSUCCESSFUL MANAGERS
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5. Rarely seem to make “big decisions” in these conversations.

6. In a majority of encounters, the substantive issue discussed is relatively 

unimportant to the organisation.

– that is, they regularly engage in activities that even they regard as a waste 

of time!

SUCCESSFUL MANAGERSSUCCESSFUL MANAGERS
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7. Rarely give orders in a traditional sense

– seldom “tell” people what to do

8. In allocating time, they often react to others’ initiatives

– much of the day is unplanned

– much of the time in meetings is spent on topics that are not on the official 

agenda.

SUCCESSFUL MANAGERSSUCCESSFUL MANAGERS
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9. Short attention spans!

– 50% of managers activities last less than 9 minutes

– 10% of activities last for longer than 1 hour

– only once in every two days can operate for 30 minutes or more 

uninterrupted by subordinates or phone calls.

SUCCESSFUL MANAGERSSUCCESSFUL MANAGERS
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Studies of managerial behaviour invariably seem hard to reconcile, on the surface at least, with traditional 
notions of what effective managers do (or should do).  From a theoretical point of view, the things that 
managers actually do are things they should not be doing at all!

THE MANAGERIAL REPORT CARDTHE MANAGERIAL REPORT CARD

What we should do What it involves How we rate

Planning

Organising

Leading

Controlling

• Formulation of goals and 

establishing best procedures 

for reaching them

• Designing and developing the

organisation

• Getting members of the

organisation to perform

• Ensuring performance 

consistent with plans

• Not systematically done

• Preference for ‘soft’ information

• Hit or miss - unsystematic

• Tendency to ‘move the goal 

posts’
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To understand why effective managers behave as they do, it is essential to recognise the types of 
challenges and dilemmas found in most of their jobs.  The very nature of management requires a complex 
and subtle approach.  An examination of effective managers suggests that they have found just such an 
approach.

WHY IS THIS SO?WHY IS THIS SO?

Agenda Setting - figuring out what to do

Network Building - getting things done 

through people

How Effective
Managers

Approach their jobs
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Almost all effective managers (according to studies conducted), use a type of agenda setting process - but 
the best performers do so to a greater degree and with more skill.

AGENDA SETTINGAGENDA SETTING

� Consistent with formal plans but:

- less detailed in financial objectives

- focus on the immediate future (1 to 30 days) and the longer run (5 to 20 

years)

- contain lists of goals that are not as explicitly connected

� Rely more on discussions with others than on books, magazines or reports to 

gather information

� These discussions tend to be with individuals with whom they have 

relationships, not necessarily people in the “appropriate” job

� Make agenda setting decisions both consciously (or analytically) and  

unconsciously (or intuitively).
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In addition to setting agendas, effective managers allocate significant time and effort to developing a 
network of cooperative relationships among those people they feel are needed to satisfy their agendas.

NETWORK BUILDINGNETWORK BUILDING

� Just as they create an agenda that is different from although generally 

consistent with, formal plans, Managers also create a network that is 

different from but generally consistent with the formal organisation 

structure.

� Networks typically comprise a wide range of individuals:

– peers

– outsiders

– bosses’ boss

– subordinates’ subordinates.

� Shape their networks by trying to create certain types of relationships 

among the people in various parts of the network.
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After they have largely developed their networks and agendas, effective managers tend to shift their 
attention towards using the networks to implement their agendas. In implementing their agendas, the 
basic pattern of managerial behaviour is essentially the same . . .

EXECUTION - GETTING NETWORKS TO IMPLEMENT AGENDASEXECUTION - GETTING NETWORKS TO IMPLEMENT AGENDAS

� they are trying to get some action on items on their agenda that they feel 

would not be accomplished without their intervention

� the people they approach can be of help - often uniquely so

� the people they approach are part of their network

� their approach tends to be to ask or suggest compliance.


